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Abstract

We report zero-fieldinelasticneutronscatteringexperimentson a M-gram

deuterdd sample of Mn12-Acetateconsistingof a large numberof identical

spin-10 magnetic clusters- Our resolutionenabhx us to see a seriesof peaks
.

corresponding to transitionsbetween the anisotropylevels within the spin-

10manifold. A fit to the spin FIamiltonianH = –D$+pHB-g” S-

1 &.
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.13Sj+ C(S++ $:)yields~ anisotropyconstantD = (0.54& 0.02)K anda

fourth-orderdhgonal onijotropycoefficient13= (L2 + 0.1) x 10-3 IL Unlike

EPR measurement ourexperimentsdo not requirea magneticfieldand yield

parametersthat do not requireknowkxigeof the g-value.

PACS nwnbem: 78,70.N,29.30.H,36,40.Cg,75.4W-j
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. INTRODUCTION

High-spin moleeularmagnetsprovidea uniquelaboratoryforthe study of Quantum

‘llmnelin.g of Magnetization (QTM). To date, the most intensively studied system of this J

type iS MnlQ-ACetate, [tilZ~lZ(CHaC~~) lG(HZO)~].~CHSCO~H-4HZ0.fimt synthesized

by Lis [1], it consists of Avogadro’s number of weakly interacting [2], chemically identical

Mnm-Acetate molecules residing on a body-centered tetragonal lattice. The magnetic core

of each molecule contains four Mn4t (S ==3/2) and eight Mn3y (S = 2) ions which form
.

Sins= 10 ground state at low temperatures [3]. A strong magnetocrystalline anisotropy

results in a double-well potentiidwith eaeh molecule’s 21 states yielding two degenerate .

ground states m = +10 and a set of doubly degenerate excited states m = dz9,+8 ....(except

for m = O) [3,4]. Below the blocking temperature of x 3 K, a remarhble series of steps weti

found in the hysteresis loops of oriented powder samples at regularintervals of magnetic field,

steps which were interpreted as a manifestation of QTM [5]. Experimental confirmation of

these steps was provided soon thereafter in studies of singIe crytitds [6].

Other experimental evidence supports this interpretation [7,8] but there is no general

agreement on the mechanism responsible for the QTM in Mn12-Ac. Up

terms, the spin Hamiltmian of the system can be written ax

~=-~~+hB~” g” S- B~+C(S; +ti-)=~O+~
.

where D is the anisotropy constant, the second term represents the Zeernan

to fourth-order

(1)

energy, and the

remaining are higher+xder terms in the crystalline snktropy. Ho = -D$ +&raPB&S. -

B@ includes all terms that commute with S. and do not give rise to tunneli~, H’ =.

gp+.dL& 4- C(S$ + $-) represents symmetry-breaking terms that mtid give tiw tO

tunneling, associated with an internal trsnsveme magnetic field and transverse fourth-order

anisotropy terms. Major efforts are currentlyunderway to determ-hrethe relative importance

of magnetic fields and crystalline anisotropy in amounting for the rein.xatjonrates obseiwed

in MnlZ-Ac [9-1 I]. Accurate, reliable experimental determinations of the spin EIamiltonian,

Eq. (1), thus provide cruciaI information.

3
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. EPRmcasurements perfo~dreeentlyin MnwAchave yielded twod.ifferent sets of

values for the eoefiicients D and B of E@ (l). Ikma et ~ [12] mm HF-EPH. spectra

at frequencies ranging fire’ 150 to 525 GHz in magnetic fieldsUPto25 T on a polycrystalline

powder sample, yielding D = (0.56+ 0.04) K pnd B = (LI + 0.1) x 10-’ K. Using high-

sensitivity EPR techniques in the frequency range between% Ud 115 GHz, ~11 et aL [13]

studied a subrnilIimetcr singie eryst~ their results imply D = 0.59 K and B = 0.88 x 10-3

K [14].

EPR measurements must perforce be done in a magnetic field, and their interpretation

requires knowledge of the g-value. In contrast, neutron scattering experiments are generally.. . .

performed in the absence of external magnetic fields, and yield a more direct determination

of the coefficients 13and D. An inelastic neutron scattering study by Hennion et aL [15] of

partiaUy deuterated Mnlz-Ac found a w~defbd peak around 0.3 THz (L24 meV) which ‘

wss attributed to excitations from m = *1O to m = *9. The peak broadens on its low

energy side as the temperature increases, but these authors were unable to resolve any

detailed structure.

In the present study, we have performed zdro-field inelastic neutron scattering experi-

ments on fixlly deuterated Mn12-Ac. The exeitatkm spectra were measured with relatively

uniform and high resolution at finite neutron energy transfer up to 20 meV, covering the

excitation energies of the spin-10 manifold of Mn12Ac. Since g-factors do not enter the prob.

km in the absence of a magnetic field, this method snows a more aocurate determination of

the spin Harniltonian.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A 14-gra3ndeuterakd MnlTAc powder sample was prepared for the inelastic neutron

mattering experiments. The sampIe wss characterized following the method of ref. 5 and

steps at the same values of magnetic field were seen in its hysteresis loops. We used

the PHAROS chopper spectrometer [16] at the LANSCE spallaticmneutron source at Los

Alamos, covering energy transfers between O and 20 meV with resolutions of 0.4 and 0.8.

meV FWHM (full-width-at-half-maximum) respectively, and temperatures between 1.4 md
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‘ 77 K. We asousedqmb [1”(1, an Inversegeometr ycrystt ianalyz mspectrometeratthe

Intense Pulsed Neutron Stmrce at Argonne National Laboratory with final neutron energy of

3.63 meV at five different temperatures ranging from 1.4 K up to 30 K, Its energy resolution

is H IOOWV FWHM.

Data taken at temperature of 1.4 K, 10 K, 17 K and 30 K are shown in Fig. 1. The large

maximum amtered about zero energy is due to elastic scattering, At 1.4 K, a single sharp

peak is observed at 1.24 mev, we attribute this to excitations from spin states m = *10

tom= *9. We note that at 1.4 K, the overwhelming majority of spins are in the ground

states m = 430. As the temperature is raised and some of the spins are thermdy activated. .. .- ....-.

to higher energy states, new peaks develop on the Iow energy side of the 1.24 meV peak;

we attribute these to transitions from m = +9 to *8, +8 to +7, etc. ‘Ilansitions such

as those between m = *9 and +7 are forbidden by neutron scattering selection rules,

AS= O,+1, Am = O,M. Due to the increased~opulation of higher energy leveis at higher

temperature, peaks also appear that am symmetrically placed with mspeot to E = Oon the

neutron energy-gain side. No maxima appear above 1.24 meV, confkming that this energy

corresponds to transitions between the ground and first excited states of the spin manifold:

The maxima are labeikd by the index m whi& denotes the level fi-om which each excitation

oce~ thus, the 1.24 mev peak is labeied 10,

below, the positions of these peaks contain key

of MnlwAc.

the ac@cent peak, 9, and so on. As shown

information regarding the spin H.amiltonian

!3nce there is no externally applied magnetic field in our experiments, and the Zeernan

energy due to the internal magnetic field of MnWAc (estimated to be several hundred

Oe [18]) is at least two orders of magnitude sndler than the anisotropy energy, the term

pDB ~g ● S in spin Hmniitcmian (1) can be safely neglected. Furthermore, the fourth-order

transverse anisotropy term C(9+ + S!) has little effeet on the F&en-energies of the states

lnz > and I – m > for odd m, sa well as for large values of m near the bottom of the

anisotropy WIIS (lm~ > 6). After these simplifications, the energy of a state with magnetic

quantum number m can be appwxirnated by & = -Lhnz - Bna4 with good accuraoy for

5 k
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< levekwith lml >5 (asistrue formxrcsse), ~ldthewer~ ofadtition fiomlCnk&m.

to &(m – 1) will be A& = Em - Er..l. lnFig. 2, six excitation energies are plotted as

a function of the index m. The deviation ilom e linear dependence clearly indicates the

importance of including a d.iagomdfotih order term- A two-pmeter fit that includes a

fourth order term, as discussed above, gives D = (4.67+ 0.18) meV=(O.54 & 0.02) K ~d ,.

13=(1.04 &0.10)x(10-4 mcV=(L2 + 0.1) x 10-s K. These values are very &we to the EPR

results obtained by Barra et aL D = (0.56+0.04) K, B = (1.1 & 0.1) x 10-3.

DISCUSSION

In the absenee of fourth-order anisotmpy, the energy ,Ieyelswould be gi~n by -Dnz2.. ... .

and the excitation by (277z- l)D, so that the excitation energy would be a linear function

of the inda m. By contrast, Fig. 2 shows distinct nonlinearity, so that a fourth order

diagonal anisotropy term is e.learlyimportant, especially for the levek near the bottom of

the anisotropy wells. For the values of D and B dedueed from our neutron scattering data;

one obtains a large ratio for lBtn4/Dm21 x 0.2 for m = 10. Since .6 and D have the same

sign, the level spacings near the bottom of the anisotropy weW are reIati@y sparser,and

the distribution of levels near the top of the barrier denser.

Due to the presence of a fourth-order term, the energy levels will not come into resonanee ‘

simultaneouslyfor a given field applied along the anisotropy axis. Since two Ievels of different

quantum numbers m and m? are degenerate when H = [D(m + m’) + B(m + d)(mz +

@71/(9P~)l all pairs of states WL’= –m come into resonance simultaneously cmly in z&o

magnetic field. Moreover, the spacing between steps in the hysteresis loops will not be ~

constant. Detailed comparison of the msgnetic fields at which maxima in the relaxation rate

occur with the calculated level emssings using the parameters given above em, in principle,

allow a determination of the speeific levels near the top of the barrier that participate in the.

tunneling.

Fbr our values of D and 1?, the full height of the snkotropy barrier (defined as the

energy difference between m = O and m = 10) is calculated to be (66&3) K. ‘Rds is very

close to the value of 61 K obtained from relaxation measurements (2]; it is inconsistent with

6
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“recxmt results obtaimd by Gmnes et ai. (20]. It has been pointed out that in Mn12-Ac,

thermally assisted tunneling takes place predominantly via one or two levels war the top of ‘

the auisotropy barrier, effectively reducing the barrier height [19,8]. Fmm E,n - EIO= 61

K, we deduee that m =2,3 are possible candidates for the zero-field tunneling process.

In summary, we have used zero-field inelastic neutron scattering to probe the excitation

spectrum of Mn12-Ac. Our resolution enables us to observe a series of peaks within the

range from O to 1.24 meV whkh we attribute to transitions within the S = 10 manifoid.

A two-parameter fit yields values fortheanisotropyconstantL)and thecoefficientofthe

fourth-order diagonal anisotropy B that are inconsistent with those deduced from EPR. . .. . . ..

experiments of EIillet al. and agree well with results of 13arraet aL [12].

The work at City College was supported by NSF under I)MR-9704309. Work at Los

Alamos wa8 supported, in part, by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract number

W-7405-ENG-36. The work at J%NL& supported by the US DOE, office of B&c Energy
..

Sciences under Contract No. W-3 I-109-ENG-38.
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FIGURES

FIQ.1.Neutronscattedintendtyvemwener~attem~Mtu ofl.4,10,l7md3OK.

FIG.2.Energiesof the peakE of Fig. 1 plotted w a function of index m (m denotes initial

states for energy loss and final tiates for energy gain).
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